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Capital Vault Incorporated is a private Canadian federal corporation, dedicated to innovative 
business and capital solutions, founded and operated by CEO Michael Comeau. The essence 
of the company is based on an everyday practical philosophy, utilizing a custom mix of wealth 
creation variables, entities and jurisdictions to stockpile and deploy private assets and 
resources. The CVI-Options are central to the organization, having segmented but unifed 
focus on very specifc industry sectors with an obsession to creating companies, job, careers, 
technology, products and services with a custom made high quality and performance Made in 
Canada brand. Providentially, private equity and/or debt instruments for private Canadian 
companies and the parallel universe of contributions, various documentation and agreements, 
accounts, business options or other excellent tools all generate more fexibility and 
opportunity to achieve goals and mission tasking.  The Portfolio Spectrum,  business 
combinations, joint ventures and any useful type of entity and agreement offers a full range of  
potential to get involved in dynamic membership options, capabilities, opportunities and high 
powered advantage to help members start building the most exciting future imaginable.

Our portfolio is national in vision. CVI and the CVI-Options are the organization, a foundation 
built on true values, with an altruistic spirit of service in creating opportunity that is very 
practical, doable and rewarding. Our timeless pursuit of truth, beauty and goodness, 
emphasizing quality solidly built to last applies to everything. This shared vision with 
enhanced faculties of being, doing, having and experiencing are infuenced by our conscious 
will, choices and actions.  Our super conscious realities of inspiration, thinking and acting, 
operating from a higher perspective in the background continues to regenerate our positive 
mental attitude, new and expanded capabilities, understanding, energy, enthusiasm and 
custom opportunities for each of us as we initiate, respond, take action and trust in ourselves 
and the universe looking out for us. The survival values of our eternal quest and destination,  
golden character, sterling personality, with gems and jewels of everyday experiences, 
relationships and opportunities that are exciting, challenging and rewarding are vital like the 
air we breathe! Everything happens for a reason, even if we don't understand it at the time.

Our nation building endeavour and mission tasking includes our ambitious goal to create 
50,000 jobs within 5 years and 100,000 jobs in 10 years. We envision “family rated” work that 
enables us to fulfll our responsibilities, live our dreams, contribute to our communities, with 
more of the Made in Canada that we all can be proud of. Yes some of us are old fashioned, 
and there is nothing wrong with that!  Employment, career, entrepreneur and enterprise 
options, our vote of confdence, cheerful enthusiasm, mutual respect, co-operation, pride in 
ones’ work, shared responsibility, accountability, vision, planning and thinking, more 
challenge, teamwork and reward are just some of the great things we can build together!

Organization, developing constructive networks, wealth producing power and opportunities for 
people, companies, communities, groups and individuals that like to get involved, have fun, 
make a difference in combining the spirit of free enterprise and adventure to create a whole 
new world from a “Made in Canada eh!” perspective that is refreshing, positive, vibrant and 
alive, in both simple to very comprehensive solutions, is something anyone can choose!

Right here and today, the CVI-Options, with vision and opportunity to explore and discover, 
offers an alternate future reality. Trust yourself, follow your dreams, keep your ideals, exercise 
your brilliant faculties of creative imagination and fulfll your destiny that reaches beyond the 
present everyday experience. Act today for something incredibly rewarding, inspiring, 
dynamic, empowering, fulflling and energizing, dare to venture on in the quest, join us in 
creating a world without limit! Discover those amazing things that are possible and build a 
custom made life!
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